The rotation of an elastic medium makes it act anisotropieally and dispersively. The eigenvectors for plane ware propagafion are in general complex and thus the waves are elliptically polarized. In generM the waves are neither pure shear nor pure compressional waves, and their speeds depend on the ratio of rotational frequency of the medium and the angular frequency of the ware.
symmetric, see for example Synge [3] and Musgrave [4] , the corresponding matrix for a rotating medium is Hermitian due to the inclusion of Coriolis acceleration, leading to complex eigenvectors. This implies that particle trajectories are elliptical. It follows that in general the displacement cannot be resolved into dilatational and shear components as is ususally done for media at rest.
The class of problems considered hefe is that involving wave propagation perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the medium. All displacements are in the plane, i.e. plane strain modes are considered. The solution for plane waves is applied to the problem of reflection of rays at plane boundaries and mention is made to reflection and refraction at a boundary separating an elastic medium at rest from a rotating elastic medium. More general problems can be considered b y superposition of plane waves and this is done to construct cylindrical waves, again in a plane strain sense. The integrals obtained are recast in terms of cylindrical functions and the result is applied to problems of scattering by circular cylinders. The fact that we are led to separable boundary value problems in cylindrical coordinates is promising for further study. Free vibrations of circular cylinders in plane strain modes are also briefly considered. For the somewhat artificial but computationally simpler case of a cylinder whose displacement is zero on the boundary, the natural frequencies for the axisymmetric mode are given. The distribution of natural frequencies for other modes is discussed too. § 2. Plane waves in rotating elastic media
Similarly to Bhuta and Jones [ 1J, the equations of motion are derived for an observer attached to a nniformly rotating isotropic, homogeneous elastic medium, and it is assumed that for small strain theory there is no need to distinguish between the Eulerian and Langrangian coordinates. Furthermore, the time independent centrifugal force acting on a particle is balanced b y constant stresses and is not considered in the elastodynamieal equations of motion, and the small time constant displaeement eansed b y it is negleeted too. We thus obtain as an equation on u, the displacement measured from the steady state deformed position,
where 2, # are the Lamé constants in the conventional notation, p is the density and a is the acceleration (excluding the time independent centripetal acceleration) given by a= ü+2fa x fi+~? x (~a x u)= = ü + 2~ x ü + (~ .u) ~? -~2u.
Vector t2 is the constant rotation vector and the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time Following Schoenberg and Censor [2] , consider plane wave solutions of the form U = I~ e ik'r-i~t.
Substitution of (3) and (2) into (1) and making use of the well known expressions for the compressional and shear wave speeds in a nonrotating medium, C~ = [(2 -}-2#)/p]} and Cs = [#/p]} respectively, gives
which constitutes a set of three homogeneous linear equations on the eomponents of v. This set of equations has been presented by Schoenberg and Censor [2] . Furthermore, it has there been proved that when ~Q =B 0, for every real direction of propagation, there are three real, positive and, in general, distinct vahles of k 2 for which this set of equations has a nontrivial solution, i.e. for which the determinant of the coefficients vanishes. Without loss of generality, let 2~ = Y2~ (hefe and henceforth, the cap denotes a unit vector) and cos 0 = ~ "/} i.e. 0 is the angle between the direction of the rotation vector and the direetion of propagation. Further, for the moment, we assume that propagation oecurs in the yz plane. Thus, as our determining equation for k 2, for a given value of 0, we have
which is a cubic equation in k 2.
Consider the case 0 = 7:/2. One solution of (5) is k 2 = ~o2/C~. This is a ware propagating normal to the axis of rotation at the shear wave speed. From (4) it is elear that the displacement for this wave is always in the direction of ~. This mode has been considered by Schoenberg and Censor [5] for scattering by a rotating cylinder separated from the surrounding medium at rest by a lubricating viscous layer. It is a shear ware whose propagation is not affected by the rotation, and it will not be discussed further. The other two modes are neither purely dilational nor purely shear. The wave numbers are given by ~o 2
For these modes, it is clear that the rotating medium is dispersive. Clearly k~ is always greater than k~. When/' = 0, i.e. no rotation, the values of k~ and k ~ _ degenerate to o~2/C~ and m~/C~, respectively, as expected. Substitution of (6) into (4) 
It is clear from (7) that the displacements assoeiated with these modes always lie in the xy-plane and the reflection and scattering of these waves will be the subject of the remaining sections of this paper. Thus we have a case of plane strain, where the plane in question is normal to the axis of rotation. Clearly (7) can be transformed so as to represent propagation in an arbitrary direction in the xy-plane.
When F = 0, from (8) A = 0 and from (7) the two waves become the ordinary shear and compression waves existing in media at rest. The rotation causes the particles to trace elliptical orbits. The major or minor axis is always oriented along the direction of propagation and the distinction between transverse and longitudinal waves no longer holds. When the two waves are present simultaneously, then the particles trace ellipses such that the axes of the ellipses are not oriented parallel and perpendicular to the direction of propagation. In addition, the orientation of the ellipse changes with y and this is similar to the Faraday rotation for electromagnetic waves in gyrotropic media, e.g. magnetized plasmas.
For the special case F2 = 1, i.e. wave frequeney and rotational C ~ k 2 frequency the same, we have k~ = 2o)2(1 + t5)/ s, _ = 0 and A = 1. The zero ware number mode corresponds to a rigid body translation of the entire medium when viewed from an inertial frame [2] . For all other values of F2, we have these two plane strain modes with distinct speeds which can propagate in any direetion in the xy-plane. § 3. Reflection of plane waves by plane surfaces Consider the problem of reflection of plane waves from a plane surface, y = 0, in the rotating medium, which occupies the region y >~ 0. Let the incident wave be specified, either of the + or --type, with a wave number vector, kl, in the xy-plane. There will be two reIlected waves, also in the xy plane, one of the + type and orte of the --type, with wave number vectors k+ and k_, respectively. For this situation, as in nonrotating media, a wave for which the displacement lies in the xy-plane cannot give rise to a reflected ware with the displacement in the z-direction.
For the boundary conditions to be satisfied for all t and x, all waves must be of the same frequency and have ware numbers with same x-component. Then, letting kx be the x-component of kl, we have kz+ = kx-= kx,
sometimes called Snell's law. This, then determines all the wave number vectors. If kx ~< k_ as given by (6) then all the wave number vectors are real. This is always the case if the incident wave is of the --type. However, if the incident ware is of the + type, and if the sine of the angle of incidence is greater than k_/k+ then from (9), kx-> k_, and k-is complex and given by
This is a surface wave which decays exponentiaUy away from the surface. This is exactly analogous to the case in non rotating media, when there is an incident shear ware at an angle of incidence whose sine is greater than Cs/C~. The displacements associated with eaeh real wave number vector are given by (7) with ~ replaeed by ~ and ~ replaced by/~ × ~. The displacemen t due to a surface wave of the --type is given by v_ kx+ C~K (1--fl) 2@i K+ Cp~ 1 (l_~ßB)P »
• eikxx-io)t e_KY ( 11 ) and as in the nonrotating case, the particles trace elliptical paths. Reflection coefficients are derived in the same manner as for nonrotating media. The boundary conditions on y = 0 are applied, i.e. the stresses «yy and «xv equal zero for a free surface and the displacements Ux and u v equal zero for a rigid boundary. If the region y < 0 is occupied by another elastic medium, then there will be a transmitted + type and --type ware, and there will be four boundary conditions expressing the continuity of stress and displacement, to determine the two reflection coefficients and the two transmission coefficients.
In many cases characteristic lengths and radii of curvature at boundaries are small compared to wavelength. Hence "geometrical optics" can be used as an approximation. We assume that a ray is adequately approximated by a plane wave, and that the interface may be considered to be plane. We can then eonsider the problem of reflection and transmission at the interface separating a rotating medium from another medium at rest. If the coordinates in the nonrotating medium are x*, y*, t* and, if the interface is locally represented by y = O, then the coordinates with and without asterisk are related by t = t*, y = y* and x = x* --Ut, where U is the rim velocity of the rotating medium. Using this Galilean transformation in the expressions for the waves in both the rotating and nonrotating medium, and then requiring the boundary conditions to be satisfied for all x and t, we get that the x-component of the wave number vector is the same for all waves and that co ----~o* ----Ukx where m* is the frequency in the nonrotating medium. This is the Doppler shift in the frequency. In order to derive reflection and transmission coeffieients, additional assumptions are needed, specifying the type of contraet between the sliding materials. The boundary eonditions at the interface separating two sliding elastic media are not fully understood. For discussion of various cases see Aboudi and Censor [6~, Censor, Aboudi and Neulander [71 and Schoenberg and Censor ~5~. Orte possibility is to assume that the rotating medium is separated from the medium at rest by means of a perfeetly lubricating layer, very thin compared to wavelength which admits as boundary conditions the continuity of normal displacement and stress, and the vanishing of tangential stresses on both sides of the interface, yielding four equations for the four reflection and transmission coefficients. Another possibility is when the lubricating layer is assumed viscous, as discussed in E5] for antiplane strain, in which case it appears that the boundary conditions are given by continuity of normal and tangential stresses and velocities due to waves. § 4. Cylindrical waves
The general solution in terms of circular cylindrical waves will be constructed by superposing waves of the type given in (7). Instead of these waves propagating in the y direction, waves are chosen with an arbitrary angle of propagation v in the xy-plane. The observer is situated at a distance r from the z-axis, at a real angle ¢ with respect to some reference direction i. Consequently we have, for the + and --type waves, the expressions: where m is an integer. This is possible as the constants v+, and v_ in (7) were arbitrary. Expressions (12) are solutions eren for complex, i.e. propagation in a 'complex direction'. Introducing a new variable . = v-¢ and expressing cos. and sin. as exponentials, yields : B eim¢-ic°t{(1 --fiA)(--i~ --6) ei(m+l)r q-+ (1 + flA)(i~ --6) ei(m-1)~} eik+rc°s', (13) I _ ei,~_io, t {(1 + A)(~ --i6) e i(m+l)~ + + (I --A)(~ + iß) e i{m-1)*} e ik-rc°~*.
We can now integrate the expressions (13) over an, as yet undetermined contour ga in the complex plane. Making use of the standard form of the Sommerfeld integral for cylindrical functions, which is, 1 ~~ eipCosr+in * dr, 
where the Am, Bm are undetermined constants. Of, as in the example that follows, it may be necessary to combine terms, each with its own frequency. This completes the derivation of the general zindependent solution in cylindrical coordinates for a rotating elastic medium. § 5. Scattering problems Onee the general solution in cylindrical coordinates is available we are in a position to diseuss seattering problems. Consider a cylinder of radius a and with parameters as used in the previous sections, rotating at an angular velocity /2. The surrounding material is characterized by the parameters with asterix, C~, C~, p*.
Both the nonrotating (with asterisk) and the rotating (without asterisk) coordinate systems have as their origins the center of the rotating eylinder, and they are related by r = r*, t = t*, ¢ = ¢* -~t.
We shall forego providing with an asterisk the radial and time coordinates in the nonrotating media. The incident ware is chosen, for example, to be a plane compressional ware with a frequency ~* propagating in the +x*-direction. In polar eomponents the displacements associated with this ineiient ware can be expressed as uI = (P cos ¢* --4' sin ¢*) e ik'*~'e°s¢*-i~*t, k~* = a~*/C; (18) which can be recast, using the expansion oo e iR°°~° = E imJs,(R) e i'~°, 
where Hm is the Hankel function of the Ist kind of order m and Sm, Pm are coefficients relating to the m-th modes of the shear and compression waves, respectively. These coefficients can be determined from the boundary conditions. The waves in the rotating cylinder are of the form (15). The incident wave in the external medium has determined an invariant frequeney co*. To satisfy boundary conditions at r = a for all t, eaeh mode taust satisfy e im¢-i°~t = e im¢*-io*t, (23) and substitution of transformation (17) into (23) gives
and thus each mode in the rotating cylinder 'sees' a different frequency and thus has its own set of constants 1Pro, Am and wave numbers km+ and km-. As the fields remain regular on the axis r --0, the cylinder functions Zm are chosen to be the nonsingular Bessel functions Jm, and the solution for r ~< a may be represented by
As has been mentioned for the plane case, there are several possible assumptions that can be made concerning the boundary conditions. In view of the orthogonality of e im** they all yield four algebraic equations for the unknowns Am, Bin, Sm, Pm for each m.
It is easy to show that the rotation causes Sm v ~ S-m and Pm ~ P-m hence the seattered fields are asymmetrical with respect to the x*-axis, the direction of the incident wave. Another case of interest could be the situation when the external medium is rotating. Then we could consider scattering by an imbedded cylinder of another material or by a cylinder at rest(coordinate system with asterisk). In such a problem we would assume an incident + or --type plane ware at a fixed frequency co as given in (7), and recast it into a cylindrical ware, as we did above for an incident compressional wave. For example if we eonsider the incident wave of the + type, we ger 1) the internal cylinder is stationary and rigid giving as boundary conditions on the external rotating medium the radial displacement and tangential stress are zero at r = a, 2) the internal cylinder is rigid and imbedded in the medium giving as boundary conditions that the displacement is zero at r = a and 3) that the internal cylinder is a cavity giving as boundary conditions that the radial and tangential stresses are zero at r --a.
For these three cases, for eaeh m, we have two equations oll the two constants, Am and Bin.
As a eoncrete example the simplest problem to consider is case 2) above, for which the two equations result from the vanishing of radial and tangential displaeement at r -----a. This is a transcendental equation on o) and the roots of (28) are the natural frequencies for the m-th mode.
We can also eompute natural frequencies for a rotating cylinder under the assumption of zero displacement on the boundary. In this case rauch simpler equations result. The transcendental equation Clearly, the larger root is always positive and it is easily shown that the smaller root is positive for Lmn > 1 which is always the case. Also it is easily shown from (32) that if k+a =lmn with n large enough, then k_a =/3½k+a. Conversely, when k_a =lmn then k+a = fl-~k_a. Thus for/3½ not very small (i.e. excluding the ease when Poisson's ratio -+ ½) the validity of the approximation that k+a » 1 implies that the approximation k_a » 1 is also valid. As n-+ co, we get ¢Omn ~ Cplmn/a, Cslmn/a whieh are the higher natural frequencies of the nonrotating cylinder as we would expect. For the lower natural frequencies there is no other possibility than to solve (29) numerically on a computer.
